Canadian C-Spine Rule study for alert and stable trauma patients: II. Study objectives and methodology
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Introduction

Clinical decision (or prediction) rules are decision-making tools that incorporate 3 or more variables from the history, physical examination or simple tests. They are derived from original research rather than consensus or opinion and they help clinicians make diagnostic or therapeutic decisions by standardizing the collection and interpretation of clinical data and reducing uncertainty.1-4 There is growing interest in the methodological standards for their development and validation. This article describes the methods used to derive the Canadian C-Spine Rule and provides a valuable reference for investigators planning to develop future clinical prediction rules.
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Résumé

Les règles de prédiction clinique sont des outils de prise de décision qui intègrent trois variables ou plus provenant des antécédents, de l’examen physique ou de simples épreuves. Elles aident les cliniciens à poser leur diagnostic ou à prendre des décisions thérapeutiques en normalisant la collecte et l’interprétation de données cliniques. Les normes méthodologiques de création et de validation de ces règles de prédiction suscitent un intérêt grandissant. Le présent article décrit les méthodes utilisées pour établir la Règle canadienne la colonne cervicale (Canadian C-spine Rule) et offre une référence précieuse pour les chercheurs qui souhaiteraient mettre sur pied des règles de prédiction clinique dans le futur.
ment and validation. These are summarized in Box 1.

The Canadian C-Spine Rule was derived in a prospective cohort study involving 8924 patients. The overall goal of this study was to derive a clinical decision rule that is highly sensitive for detecting acute cervical spine (C-spine) injuries and that will allow physicians to be more efficient in their use of C-spine radiography in alert, stable trauma patients. The component objectives of the C-spine derivation study are listed in Box 2.

After derivation of the C-Spine Rule, we used cross-validation techniques to show that it was 100% sensitive (95% confidence interval [CI], 98%–100%) and 42.5% specific (95% CI, 40%–44%) in identifying 151 clinically important C-spine injuries. In the derivation set, it would have led to radiography in 58.2% of cases, representing a potentially important utilization improvement.

Part I of this 2-article series described the background and rationale for the Canadian CT Head and C-Spine (CCC) Study — the largest prospective emergency department (ED) study yet conducted in Canada. This article describes the study objectives and the methodology used to derive the Canadian C-Spine Rule.

Methods for C-spine rule derivation

Study setting and subjects

The study took place in 10 Canadian community and teaching hospitals with a combined annual ED volume of approximately 400 000 patient visits (Box 3). Consecutive alert, stable adults who presented to one of the participating EDs after sustaining acute blunt trauma to the head or neck were eligible for inclusion. We chose to study alert, stable patients because they constitute the vast majority of trauma patients seen in our EDs and because clinicians are unlikely to apply a decision rule to unconscious, uncooperative or severely injured multiple trauma patients. Box 4 details the eligibility criteria.

Ethics and consent

Normal patient management was not altered. Patients were not subjected to new therapy, invasive procedures, undue risk or discomfort, or imaging beyond that normally required. Radiography was ordered according to standard practice, based on the treating physician’s clinical judge-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2. Specific objectives for the derivation study (phase I)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To develop standardized clinical assessment methods for alert stable trauma patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To apply these standardized clinical assessments to alert stable trauma patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To determine the interobserver reliability of the clinical findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To determine the association between the clinical findings and acute cervical spine injury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. To use multivariate techniques to derive a highly sensitive clinical decision rule for alert stable trauma patients to guide the use of cervical spine radiography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. To assess the classification performance of the derived decision rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. To determine the physicians' comfort in not ordering cervical spine radiography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. To determine emergency physicians' accuracy in predicting acute cervical spine injury without the decision rule.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 1. Methodological standards for the derivation and validation of clinical decision rules

- **The outcome** or diagnosis to be predicted must be clearly defined and assessment should be made in a blinded fashion.
- **The clinical findings** to be used as predictors must be clearly defined and standardized. Their assessment must be done without knowledge of the outcome.
- **The reliability** or reproducibility of the predictor findings must be demonstrated.
- **The subjects** in the study should be selected without bias and should represent a wide spectrum of characteristics to increase generalizability.
- **The mathematical techniques** for deriving the rules must be identified.
- Decision rules should be **clinically sensible**, have a clear purpose, be relevant, demonstrate content validity, be concise, and be easy to use in the intended clinical application.
- **The accuracy** of the decision rule in classifying patients with (sensitivity) and without (specificity) the targeted outcome should be demonstrated.
- Decision rules must be **prospectively validated** on a new set of patients to determine their accuracy, reliability, clinical sensibility and potential impact on practice. Prospective validation is important because many statistically-derived rules or guidelines fail to perform well outside the initial “derivation” population. This poor performance may be statistical (i.e., overfitting or instability of the original derived model) or may be due to differences in disease prevalence or rule application. The methodological standards for a validation study are similar to those described above.
- **Implementation** to demonstrate the true effect on patient care is the ultimate test of a decision rule; transportability can be tested at this stage.
ment. The research ethics committees of the participating hospitals therefore determined that informed consent was unnecessary at the time of study enrolment. Patients who were followed up by telephone were asked to provide verbal consent to the follow-up process. Confidentiality was maintained throughout the study, and patient names were removed from all records.

**Study procedures and data collection**

**Clinical variables**
At a research formulation workshop before the study, the investigators used clinical experience and prior literature to identify variables associated with acute C-spine injury. Box 5 and Box 6 list the predictor variables assessed in this study.

**Standardized patient assessment**
Certified emergency physicians or supervised emergency medicine residents made all patient assessments. Participating physicians were trained to assess the clinical variables in a uniform manner during a 1-hour demonstration session. When evaluating the neck, they were advised to loosen cervical collars and palpate directly unless the patient was uncooperative. In addition, they assessed active rotation and flexion in cooperative patients with no neuro-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Beds</th>
<th>Emergency department visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eagle Ridge</td>
<td>Port Moody, BC</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>35 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston General</td>
<td>Kingston, Ont.</td>
<td>120 000</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>40 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa Civic</td>
<td>Ottawa, Ont.</td>
<td>750 000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>55 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa General</td>
<td>Ottawa, Ont.</td>
<td>750 000</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>50 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Columbian</td>
<td>New Westminster, BC</td>
<td>100 000</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>65 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Michael's</td>
<td>Toronto, Ont.</td>
<td>3 000 000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>45 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnybrook</td>
<td>Toronto, Ont.</td>
<td>3 000 000</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>45 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>London, Ont.</td>
<td>350 000</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>35 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver General</td>
<td>Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>2 000 000</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>60 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>London, Ont.</td>
<td>350 000</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>45 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 4. Eligibility criteria for study subjects**

**Inclusion Criteria:** alert stable patients with acute trauma to the head and neck

- **Alert** is defined as a Glasgow Coma Scale score of 15 (fully oriented, converses, follows commands).
- **Stable** means normal vital signs on arrival, as defined by the Revised Trauma Score (systolic blood pressure ≥90 mm Hg and respiratory rate 10 to 24 breaths/min).*
- **Acute** refers to injury within the past 48 hours.
- Patients with **trauma to the head and neck** have either
  - **a)** a subjective complaint of posterior midline or posterolateral neck pain after any mechanism of injury; or
  - **b)** no neck pain, but all of the following: visible injury above the clavicles; not ambulatory at any time; high risk mechanism of injury (motor vehicle or motorcycle collision, pedestrian struck by vehicle, bicycle collision, fall ≥3 feet or 5 steps, diving, or contact sport with axial load to head and neck).

**Exclusion Criteria:**

- Patients under 16 years of age;
- Patients with penetrating trauma from stabbing or gunshot wound;
- Patients with acute paralysis (paraplegia, quadriplegia);
- Patients with known vertebral disease (ankylosing spondylitis, rheumatoid arthritis, spinal stenosis, or previous cervical spine surgery);†
- Patients who return for reassessment of the same injury; or
- Pregnant women.

* Patients who later become unstable will not be excluded, because the decision to order cervical spine radiography is usually made shortly after patient arrival.
† This information will depend upon history available at presentation.
logical signs or symptoms. Clinical findings were recorded on standard data collection sheets prior to sending patients for radiography.

Physicians’ judgement

Physicians were asked to estimate the probability of C-spine injury and the probability of unstable fracture or dislocation (both to the closest decile), and to state their theoretical comfort with ordering “no C-spine radiography” for each patient, on a 5-point scale from Very comfortable to Very uncomfortable.

Interobserver reliability

On a subset of patients, a second emergency physician blinded to the results of the first assessment independently assessed the clinical variables. These interobserver reliability assessments were performed in all centres on a feasibility basis whenever 2 study physicians were available.

Outcome measures

Primary outcome

Acute C-spine injury was defined as any fracture, dislocation or ligamentous instability (angulation of intervertebral space greater than 11 degrees) demonstrated on any radiographic investigation. The injuries were further classified as “clinically unimportant” or “clinically important,” with the latter being the primary study outcome. Clinically important C-spine injuries were defined as those that generally require active treatment with internal fixation, halo, brace or rigid collar; whereas clinically unimportant injuries require only symptomatic treatment. Clinically unimportant injuries included: a) isolated avulsion fracture of osteophyte, b) isolated fracture of transverse process not involving facet joint, c) isolated fracture of spinous process not involving lamina, and d) simple compression fracture less than 25% of vertebral body height. These explicit definitions were based on the results of a survey of 129 neurosurgeons, spine surgeons, neuroradiologists and emergency physicians at 8 study sites. During the study, all fractures classified as “clinically unimportant” were independently reviewed by the study neurosurgeon and neuroradiologist, who were blinded to the data collection sheets and to the other’s interpretation. Disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Outcome assessment

Within the study, standard C-spine radiographs were ordered based on the judgement of the treating physician. Radiography entailed at least 3 views (lateral, anterior–posterior and odontoid), and the lateral view demonstrated all cervical vertebrae to the C7–T1 junction. Flexion–extension views were recommended if the patient exhibited disproportionate neck pain or if initial radiography revealed abnormal soft tissue swelling or loss of lordosis. Oblique views, tomograms and computed tomography (CT) were ordered at the discretion of the treating physician. All patients with identified C-spine injury un-
derwent computed tomography. Imaging studies were interpreted by independent staff radiologists who were provided routine clinical information on the requisition but were blinded to the contents of the data collection sheet. To assess the reliability of interpretation, a second radiologist blinded to the primary interpretation reviewed all abnormal radiographs \( (n = 94) \) and a 1% random sample of normal radiographs \( (n = 129) \). The radiologists showed 100% agreement in these cases.

Proxy outcome assessment
A review of baseline practice showed that 30% of eligible trauma patients at the study hospitals did not undergo C-spine radiography, and the investigators felt that the study protocol could not ethically mandate radiography for all patients. Although patients who are not referred for radiography have less severe injuries and are unlikely to have acute abnormalities on C-spine radiography, all enrolled patients who did not have radiography underwent telephone follow-up to assure no significant injuries were missed. Patients were classified as having no acute C-spine injury if they met all the following explicit criteria at 14 days: a) pain in neck is rated as none or mild, b) restriction of movement of neck is rated as none or mild, c) patient does not require use of a neck collar, and d) neck injury has not prevented return to usual occupational activities (work, housework, or school). Patients who could not fulfil these criteria were recalled for clinical reassessment and C-spine radiography. The validity of these criteria to exclude acute C-spine injury was confirmed by having the telephone follow-up questionnaire applied to a random sample of study patients with and without C-spine injury and who had all undergone radiography. The questionnaire has proven to be 100% sensitive for identifying 66 abnormal cases among the 389 radiography patients reached by telephone (i.e., not one of the patients with clinically important C-spine injury would have been classified as “no acute C-spine injury” by the follow-up criteria). Patients who had neither radiography nor adequate follow-up were excluded from the final analysis.

Data analysis

Interobserver agreement
The reliability each potential predictor variable was determined by calculating the kappa coefficient for interobserver agreement beyond chance, along with 95% CIs. For variables with 3 or more ordered categories, a weighted kappa was calculated. Acceptable interobserver agreement was defined as a kappa coefficient of at least 0.6, which is considered to represent “substantial agreement.”

Univariate analysis
Univariate analyses were used to determine the strength of association between each variable and the primary outcome, acute C-spine injury. This process aided selection of the best variables for the multivariate analyses. The appropriate univariate technique was chosen according to the type of data: for nominal data, the chi-squared test with continuity correction; for ordinal variables, the Mann–Whitney U test; and, for continuous variables, the unpaired 2-tailed \( t \)-test, using pooled or separate variance estimates as appropriate.

Multivariate analysis
Multivariate analyses combined multiple predictor (independent) variables into a single analysis in order to derive a model to predict the outcome (dependent) variable, acute C-spine injury. Variables found to be both reliable \( (\kappa > 0.6) \) and strongly associated with the outcome measure \( (p < 0.05) \) were combined using one of 2 different multivariate techniques: recursive partitioning or logistic regression. Second order interaction among predictor variables was evaluated using the Mantel–Haenszel and logistic modeling procedures. Appropriate composite variables were considered for incorporation into the multivariate analyses.

A clinically acceptable decision rule should provide near perfect sensitivity for detecting clinically important C-spine injuries, while maximizing specificity; and it should contain as few variables as possible, for easy use by clinicians. The goal of the multivariate analysis was, therefore, to identify a combination of predictor variables that fulfilled the following criteria: a) 99% or greater sensitivity, b) sufficient specificity to lead to a 20% relative reduction in use of C-spine radiography, and c) no more than 6 component variables. Assuming more than 1 model would meet the minimum acceptable criteria, the best model would be the one with the highest specificity and the fewest component variables.

To determine the best combination of predictor variables for the C-spine decision rule, we performed recursive partitioning using KnowledgeSEEKER Version 2.1 Software (Angoss Software International, Toronto, Ont.). In essence, recursive partitioning uses a series of chi-squared analyses to successively split the data set into homogeneous groups that share a common clinical (predictor) characteristic. Our experience suggests that recursive partitioning may be more suitable than logistic regression when the objective is to correctly classify one outcome group at
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the expense of the other. In this case it was critical to correctly identify all patients with acute C-spine injuries (high sensitivity) at the expense of misclassifying some patients without significant injury (imperfect specificity). To accomplish this, it is possible to add predictor variables to the model until it achieves near perfect sensitivity, recognizing that each added variable reduces specificity. Recursive partitioning techniques allow investigators to deliberately avoid complex models with significant interactions that are difficult for clinicians to interpret or apply, and permit cases with some missing predictor data to be retained in the analysis.

We also performed multiple logistic regression analysis as an alternate multivariate technique to determine the best predictive model. Logistic regression is well suited for the prediction of a binary outcome (e.g., fracture vs. no fracture), and allows one to calculate the probability of the specified outcome by inserting derived values (regression coefficients) into a mathematical formula. A disadvantage of logistic regression is that cases with missing data for any variable are excluded from the analysis. In this case, the regression model was built using forward stepwise variable selection until no variables met the entry ($p < 0.05$) or removal ($p > 0.10$) criteria, based on their univariate association with the primary outcome. In order to provide the simplest model for clinicians, clinically meaningful cutpoints were sought for continuous variables. To illustrate, if the age cut-off with the greatest predictive strength was 63.7 years, this would be adjusted upward to 65 years.

The variables chosen by the best models constituted the decision rule for selecting alert, stable trauma patients for C-spine radiography. The decision rule was presented in clear narrative form that does not require computation or use of statistical aids.

Classification performance
The derived decision rule was cross-validated by comparing the classification of each patient to his or her actual status for the primary outcome. This allowed estimation of rule sensitivity and specificity, with 95% CIs. A more robust prospective validation will be carried out on a new set of (validation) patients in phase II.

Physicians’ judgement
Data from the 3 questions on physicians’ comfort and predictions were tabulated in a simple descriptive format. In addition, information on the predicted probability was used to calculate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and likelihood ratios for determining acute C-spine injury as well as unstable fracture/dislocation, respectively. The accuracy of the physicians’ predictions were compared to that of the derived decision rule by ROC curve analysis.

Sample size

Patients required
Since no hypothesis was being tested, sample size was based on the precision (95% confidence range) around the sensitivity estimate of the derived decision rule, and on the precision of the estimates of interobserver variability and logistic regression coefficients. The sample size had to accommodate the large number of potential clinical variables (22), the large number of physicians (more than 60), and the low prevalence of acute C-spine injury (estimated to be 1.8% of eligible patients). Given these assumptions, we estimated that a sample of 8 000 alert, stable trauma patients should yield approximately 120 cases of acute C-spine injury. With this number of injuries, and a 100% sensitive decision rule, the 95% confidence range would be 97%–100%.38 We estimated that it would take 26 months to enrol 8 000 patients with 120 C-spine injuries at the study hospitals.

Interobserver agreement
We aimed to have at least 200 patients assessed by 2 study physicians to determine interobserver agreement for the clinical variables. The number 200 was dictated primarily by considerations of feasibility because obtaining assessments by 2 physicians in a busy ED is difficult. With 200 patients, the 95% CIs for a kappa of 0.6 are 0.73 and 0.47.43

Discussion

Potential limitations of methodology
Accurate real-time collection of 20 clinical predictor variables from thousands of trauma patients, using the services of hundreds of “volunteer” physicians, is a difficult challenge — a balance between strict methodological rigour and feasibility. Consequently, there are several potential limitations that warrant discussion.

In order to enroll as many fracture cases as possible and to increase the efficiency of the study, we enrolled patients transferred from other hospitals (4.1% of all study cases). Physicians were asked to examine these patients prior to reviewing the radiographs, but we cannot verify that this was always done. We know, however, that many transfer cases proved not to have fractures.

At 1 of the 10 study sites, several physicians were un-
comfortable with the concept of evaluating active range of motion and rarely did so. Nevertheless, the vast majority of physicians did, indeed, evaluate range of motion unless there were clear high-risk factors such as paresthesias, advanced age or dangerous mechanism (e.g., diving, fall from a height, MVC rollover).

There may be concern about our use of “clinically important C-spine injury” as the primary outcome. This outcome was, however, accepted by our sample of 129 Canadian academic neurosurgeons, spine surgeons and emergency physicians, and we believe that it represents a pragmatic and safe approach to patient care. The priority for diagnostic imaging in trauma patients should be to identify C-spine injuries that require treatment and follow-up, not to identify “clinically unimportant injuries” that, by definition, require neither stabilization nor specialized follow-up, and which are unlikely to be associated with long term sequelae. Furthermore, the Canadian C-Spine Rule has proven very sensitive for clinically unimportant injuries, missing only 1 small avulsion fracture that required only a cervical collar.

Another potential limitation is that not all study patients underwent C-spine radiography. The Canadian clinicians in our study often withhold diagnostic imaging for trauma patients whom they consider to be at low risk for injury. Consequently, we could not ethically insist upon universal radiography for all patients. Patients were only classified as having no clinically important injury if they satisfied all criteria on the structured 14-day telephone proxy outcome tool administered by a registered nurse. Patients who could not fulfill all criteria were recalled for radiography, and patients who could not be reached were excluded from the final analysis. The proxy outcome tool has been validated and shown to be accurate in identifying patients with clinically important injuries. In addition, we acknowledge that not all eligible patients were enrolled in the study. However, this is not unusual for a clinical study, and we are confident that there was no selection bias in that the characteristics of patients not enrolled were very similar to those of the patients who were enrolled.

The NEXUS criteria
The NEXUS (National Emergency X-Radiography Utilization Study) criteria for cervical spine radiography have recently received prominent attention after the publication of a huge validation study incorporating more than 34,000 patients. These guidelines state that no C-spine radiography is required if patients satisfy all of 5 low-risk criteria: absence of midline tenderness, normal level of alertness, no evidence of intoxication, no neurological findings, and no painful distracting injuries. We have concerns about the sensitivity, specificity and reliability of these criteria. The NEXUS authors calculated a specificity of 12%, which is very low and could actually increase radiography utilization in most countries outside of the US. In addition, Canadian clinicians have found some of the NEXUS criteria to be poorly reproducible — particularly “presence of intoxication” and “distracting painful injuries.” We conducted a retrospective validation of the NEXUS criteria based upon our database of 8924 patients and found that these criteria missed 10 of 148 clinically important injuries, yielding a sensitivity of only 93%. Our recent prospective validation found similar problems with the sensitivity of the NEXUS criteria. We believe that the NEXUS criteria require further prospective evaluation, to assure sensitivity, specificity and interobserver agreement in multiple sites before they can be accepted for widespread clinical use.

Current research: prospective validation (phase II)
A multicentre study to validate the Canadian C-Spine Rule is currently being completed in multiple Canadian sites with another 8000 alert and stable trauma patients (1999–2002). The goal of phase II is to prospectively assess the accuracy, reliability and clinical sensitivity of the Canadian C-Spine Rule in a new set of alert, stable trauma patients and to determine the potential health care savings. Specific objectives are to determine: a) the accuracy or classification performance of the decision rule when applied prospectively, b) reliability and interobserver agreement for the rule, c) the clinical sensitivity (i.e., physicians’ accuracy, comfort and ease of use applying the rule), d) the potential of the rule to reduce the use of C-spine radiography, e) the potential for refinement of the rule to achieve better specificity, f) the potential savings associated with widespread implementation of the rule, in a preliminary economic evaluation, and g) the accuracy, reliability and clinical sensitivity of the NEXUS criteria.

Future research: implementation (phase III)
The authors also intend to conduct a multicentre Canadian implementation study (phase III) to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of an active strategy to implement the Canadian C-Spine Rule into physician practice. Specific objectives will be to: a) determine clinical impact on C-spine radiography rates, missed fractures, serious adverse outcomes, length of stay in ED and patient satisfaction; b) determine sustainability of the impact over time; c) further evaluate performance of the Canadian C-Spine Rule, with regards to accuracy, physician interpretation and
physician comfort with use; and d) conduct an economic evaluation to determine the potential for cost savings with widespread implementation. We are planning a matched-pair design study that will compare outcomes during 3 consecutive 12-month “before,” “after” and “decay” periods at 6 pairs of “intervention” and “control” sites. These 12 hospital ED sites will be stratified as “teaching” or “community” hospitals, matched according to baseline C-spine radiography ordering rates, and then allocated within each pair to either intervention or control groups. During the “after” period at the intervention sites, simple and inexpensive strategies will be employed to actively implement the Canadian C-Spine Rule.

Conclusion

Blunt trauma is a common condition associated with excessive and variable radiography use and with prolonged, often unnecessary, patient immobilization in the ED. The Canadian C-Spine Rule has the potential to improve radiography utilization, reduce health care costs and enhance the efficiency of patient flow without jeopardizing patient care. This article describes the methods used to derive the Canadian C-Spine Rule and provides a valuable reference for investigators planning to develop future clinical prediction rules.
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